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Abstract
Given a set A of natural numbers, let dðAÞ ¼ fðy  xÞ j xoyAAg and let mðAÞ ¼
minðdðAÞÞ: The set A is said to be pseudo-arithmetic if mðAÞ j ðx  yÞ for all x; yAA: We
prove a pseudo-arithmetic Ramsey theorem: for any c; k; n40 there is a number p ¼ Pðn; c; kÞ;
so that for any c-coloring f : ½p	k-½c	; there is a pseudo-arithmetic set A with jAj ¼ n and f
constant on ½A	k: We prove that Pð3; 2; 2Þ ¼ 13; and show that Pð3; 3; 2ÞX614: We prove a
divisible Schur theorem: for any c40 there is a number s ¼ SdðcÞ; so that for any c-coloring
w : ½s	-½c	; there is a monochromatic set fx; y; x þ yg with x j y:
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1. Introduction
We report here on an effort to wed the famous theorems of Ramsey and Van der
Waerden. Ramsey’s theorem (for pairs) gives us subgraphs of a single color, while
Van der Waerden’s theorem gives us arithmetic progressions of a single color. Dare
we ask for monochromatic subgraphs with vertices forming an arithmetic
progression? We can ask, but this union is not to be. However, as we will see, we
can come close.
We use the following notation: ½n	 ¼ f1; 2; 3;y; ng: N denotes the set f1; 2; 3yg:
For any set A; ½A	k denotes the collection of subsets of A of cardinality k: We write
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½n	k in place of ½½n		k: We refer to a map A-½c	 as a c-coloring, and we may refer to
the values f1; 2;y; cg as colors. For natural numbers a; b; a j b means there is some
natural number q with b ¼ aq: If A is a set of natural numbers, l:c:m:ðAÞ denotes the
least n such that a j n for all aAA:
2. A 2-coloring
The fact that ½N	2 can be 2-colored with no monochromatic triangles with vertices
in arithmetic progression was mentioned in [2]. For the sake of exposition, we
include here a simple proof.
For a natural number n; let p2ðnÞ denote the highest power of 2 which divides n:
Deﬁne a 2-coloring w : ½N	2-½2	 by
wða; bÞ ¼ 1 if p2ðb  aÞ is even;
2 if p2ðb  aÞ is odd:

Proposition 2.1. There are no monochromatic arithmetic triangles for the coloring w:
Proof. Given any arithmetic set fa; a þ d; a þ 2dg; we have differences d and 2d; so
wða; a þ dÞawða; a þ 2dÞ: Thus every arithmetic triple has edges of both colors. &
3. Pseudo-arithmetic super sets
The following notation will be used throughout. Given a set A of natural numbers
with jAjX2; let dðAÞ denote the set of differences between elements of A: dðAÞ ¼
fðy  xÞ j x; yAA and xoyg; and let dðAÞ denote the minimum difference: mðAÞ ¼
minðdðAÞÞ: The diameter of A is the number maxðAÞ minðAÞ: The set A is an
arithmetic progression of length n if there exist a; d so that A ¼ fa þ kd j k ¼
0; 1; 2;y; n  1g: Of course, in this case, mðAÞ ¼ d; and dðAÞ ¼ fd; 2d; 3d;y; ðn 
1Þdg; so mðAÞ j ðx  yÞ for all x; yAA: By examining any arithmetic progression of
length 6, one sees that the converse is false: mðAÞ j ðx  yÞ for all x; yAA does not
imply A is arithmetic, but this deﬁnes a nice generalization. We call a set A pseudo-
arithmetic if mðAÞ j ðx  yÞ for all x; yAA: We consider any set of cardinality less
than 3 to be pseudo-arithmetic.
Any arithmetic set is pseudo-arithmetic. The set f1; 2; 6; 12g is obviously pseudo-
arithmetic (so is any set containing it!), but is not arithmetic. Unfortunately, pseudo-
arithmeticity, like arithmeticity, is not inherited by subsets. For example, the subset
f2; 6; 12g; which is neither arithmetic nor pseudo-arithmetic, is a subset of the
pseudo-arithmetic set f1; 2; 6; 12g and of the arithmetic set [12].
A set A will be called a pseudo-arithmetic super set if all subsets of A are pseudo-
arithmetic. We now prove the existence of an inﬁnite pseudo-arithmetic super set.
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Lemma 3.1. A set A is a pseudo-arithmetic super set if and only if each subset of
cardinality 3 is pseudo-arithmetic.
Proof. Let A be a set satisfying the hypothesis. We show that any subset SDA is
pseudo-arithmetic. Suppose SDA: If jSjp3; then S is pseudo-arithmetic vacuously
or by hypothesis. Otherwise, let the minimum difference of S be given by s2  s1 for
some s1; s2AS:
Suppose x; yAS with xoy: If either is s1 or s2; it follows immediately from
jfx; y; s1; s2gjp3 that ðs2  s1Þ j ðy  xÞ: Assume x; yAS  fs1; s2g: Then by hypoth-
esis the sets fs1; s2; xg and fs1; s2; yg are both pseudo-arithmetic, so that ðs2 
s1Þ j ðy  s2Þ and ðs2  s1Þ j ðx  s2Þ: Write y  x ¼ ðy  s2Þ þ ðs2  xÞ to see that
ðs2  s1Þ j ðy  xÞ: &
Given natural numbers a1oa2 one constructs a sequence recursively by assuming
ai is deﬁned for all ipn and deﬁning
anþ1 ¼ an þ l:c:m:ðfan  aign1i¼1 Þ:
Let An ¼ fa1; a2;y; ang; and A ¼,Ai:
Proposition 3.1. 1. For any 0olomon; ðam  alÞ j ðan  amÞ and ðam  alÞ j
ðan  alÞ:
2. For all n40; An is a pseudo-arithmetic super set with jAnj ¼ n:
3. A is an infinite pseudo-arithmetic super set.
Proof. 1. Let 0olomon: By deﬁnition of amþ1;
amþ1  am ¼ l:c:m:ðfam  aigm1i¼1 Þ;
so ðam  alÞ j ðamþ1  amÞ: By transitivity we have ðam  alÞ j ðamþi  amþi1Þ for all
i40; and summing
an  am ¼
Xnm
i¼1
ðamþi  amþi1Þ;
we have ðam  alÞ j ðan  amÞ: The second claim now follows immediately from the
fact that ðan  alÞ ¼ ðan  amÞ þ ðam  alÞ:
2. That Ai is a pseudo-arithmetic super set is an immediate consequence of part 1
and the preceding lemma.
3. The preceding lemma ensures A is a pseudo-arithmetic super set, while its
inﬁnite cardinality follows from the bijection ai-aiþ1 of A with the proper subset
A  fa1g: &
The construction above leads to enormous numbers. For example, starting with
a0 ¼ 1; a1 ¼ 2; one sequence begins
f1; 2; 3; 5; 17; 1697; 343319187137g:
The next four terms of this sequence are 53, 302, 2046, and 16,003 digit numbers.
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4. Ramsey considerations
Theorem 4.1. Let c; k40: For any c-coloring f : ½N	k-½c	 of ½N	k; there exists a
monochromatic infinite pseudo-arithmetic super set A; i.e. f is constant on ½A	k:
Proof. Let S be an inﬁnite pseudo-arithmetic super set as deﬁned in Proposition 3.1.
Let %f : ½S	k-½c	 denote the restriction of f to ½S	k: By the inﬁnite Ramsey theorem,
there is an monochromatic inﬁnite set BDS: B is also a pseudo-arithmetic
super set. &
Theorem 4.2. Let c; k; n40: There is a number p ¼ Pðn; c; kÞ so that for any c-coloring
f : ½p	k-c; there is a monochromatic pseudo-arithmetic A with jAj ¼ n:
Proof. Construct an inﬁnite pseudo-arithmetic super set A ¼ fa0; a1;yg as in
Proposition 3.1, and let r ¼ Rkc ðnÞ denote the classical Ramsey number, so that any
c-coloring of ½r	k yields a monochromatic set A with jAj ¼ n:
Consider a c-coloring of w : ½ar	k-½c	; where r is as above, and ar is the rth term in
A: Since ArD½ar	; we may restrict w to the set ½Ar	k; and since jArj ¼ r; Ramsey’s
theorem guarantees that there is a subset of SDAr with jSj ¼ n and ½S	k
monochromatic. Of course, since SDAr; S is pseudo-arithmetic. &
The proof above gives an upper bound. Since R22ð3Þ ¼ 6; we know that
Pð3; 2; 2Þp1697: One easily checks that M ¼ f1; 7; 9; 10; 13; 73g is a pseudo-
arithmetic super set. The diameter 72 of M is much smaller than the diameter
1696 of the six terms given above. A computer calculation reveals that the diameter
72 is minimal for a six-term pseudo-arithmetic super set. This gives an improved
bound of Pð3; 2; 2Þp73: We compute the exact number Pð3; 2; 2Þ below.
5. An upper bound
We compute an upper bound for the diameter of the pseudo-arithmetic
super sets constructed above. This bound is then combined with a classic bound
for Ramsey numbers to obtain a bound for the numbers Pðn; 2; 2Þ; abbreviated
below as PðnÞ:
Starting with a0 ¼ 1p20 and a1 ¼ 1p21: Assuming anp2eðnÞ; we have anþ1 ¼
an þ l:c:m:ðfan  aign1i¼1 Þpan þ an1n p2eðnÞ þ 2eðnÞðn1Þ ¼ 2eðnÞð1þ 2eðnÞðn2ÞÞp2eðnÞ
ð2eðnÞðn2Þþ1Þp2eðnÞðn1Þþ1: So anp2eðnÞ for all n; where eðnÞ satisﬁes eðn þ 1Þ ¼
eðnÞðn  1Þ þ 1: This is recurrence #A000522 of the Encyclopedia of Integers
Sequences [6], which has closed form eðnÞ ¼ In!  em: Note that Schur [5]
proved that In!  em is an upper bound for the Schur number, i.e. the smallest
number SðrÞ so that any r-coloring of ½SðrÞ	 has a monochromatic Schur triple
fx; y; x þ yg:
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Combining this with the classic bound for 2-color Ramsey numbers:
rðnÞp 2n  2
n  1;
 
we have
PðnÞp2
2n  2
n  1
 
!e
 
:
Consider for a moment what this says in the case of the speciﬁc value Pð4; 2; 2Þ:
Letting
B ¼ 2
6
3
 
!e
 
;
be the upper bound for Pð4; 2; 2Þ; one quickly computes that logðlogðBÞÞE18:3; so it
is safe to say that B is a large number!
6. Divisible Schur sequences
An interesting variation of Schur numbers occurs when we apply Theorem 4.1 to
difference graphs, and hence to sequences. A colored graph G; whose vertices are
natural numbers, is a difference graph if the color of an edge fa; bg depends only on
its difference jb  aj: An r-coloring b : ½n	-½r	 of ½n	 can be used to deﬁne a difference
graph by wðfa; bgÞ ¼ bðjb  ajÞ: If the sequence is long enough, nXPð3; r; 2Þ  1 to
be precise, then the difference graph will have a pseudo-arithmetic triangle fa; b; cg:
The differences x ¼ b  a; y ¼ c  b; and z ¼ x þ y ¼ c  a form a monochromatic
triple fx; y; x þ yg in which x j y or y j x: We call this a divisible Schur triple. We have
proved the following
Theorem 6.1. For all r there exists n0 so that, for nXn0; if ½n	 is r-colored there exist
x; y; zA½n	; having the same color, so that
x þ y ¼ z and x j y:
Note of course that z ¼ x þ y implies x j z also.
Applying what was proved above as exponents with base 2 (or any base), we get the
Corollary 6.1. For all r there exists n0 so that, for nXn0; if ½n	 is r-colored there exist
x; y; zA½n	; having the same color, so that
xy ¼ z and y ¼ xk; z ¼ xl for some k; l:
It is an open conjecture [1, p. 84]; [3,4] as to whether any ﬁnite coloring of N must
contain a monochromatic subset of the form fx; y; x þ y; x  yg: Looking at the two
preceding results, one wonders whether they might be brought to bear on this
conjecture.
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Let sðrÞ denote the maximal n so that it is possible to r-color ½n	 with no divisible
Schur triples. Clearly sð1Þ ¼ 1: It is not hard to see that sð2Þ ¼ 11:
Proposition 6.1. Let nX12: For any 2-coloring of the sequence ½n	 there is a
monochromatic divisible Schur triple.
Proof. For ease of understanding, we describe the coloring in terms of red and blue.
We may choose the ﬁrst color arbitrarily, say wð1Þ ¼ red: To avoid triples of the form
fx; x; 2xg; we are forced to color wð2Þ ¼ blue; wð4Þ ¼ red; wð8Þ ¼ blue; etc. To avoid
coloring f1; 3; 4g all red, we are forced to color wð3Þ ¼ blue: It follows that wð6Þ ¼
red; wð12Þ ¼ blue; etc. To avoid coloring f1; 4; 5g monochromatically, wð5Þ ¼ blue is
forced, and wð10Þ ¼ red follows. To avoid f1; 9; 10g all red we must color wð9Þ ¼
blue; but now we have the blue Schur triple f3; 9; 12g: Ignoring this, one may (must)
color wð7Þ ¼ wð11Þ ¼ blue to obtain a coloring of [11] which has no divisible Schur
triples. &
Note that the coloring of [11] obtained above has quite a few monochromatic
triples: f2; 3; 5g; f2; 5; 7g; f2; 7; 9g; f2; 9; 11g; f3; 5; 8g; f3; 8; 11g are all blue, while
f4; 6; 10g is red. None of these satisfy the divisibility criterion.
7. Pð3Þ ¼ 13
We give a proof here that Pð3Þ ¼ 13: An n-star is a graph on n þ 1 vertices having
1 vertex of degree n and n vertices of degree 1. We will refer to the vertex of degree n
as the nexus. When we say a graph ‘contains’ an n-star, we mean weak containment:
some collection of edges on some collection of vertices forms an n-star. The
completion of an n-star is the collection of all edges on the vertices of the star. Kn
refers to a complete graph on n vertices.
Lemma 7.1. Any 2-coloring of K6 has two monochromatic triangles.
Proof. Let w : K6-½2	: By Ramsey’s theorem there is a monochromatic triangle.
Renumbering if necessary, assume the set A ¼ f1; 2; 3g is a red triangle. The
completion of any monochromatic 3-star contains a monochromatic triangle. Since
each vertex has degree 5, the pigeon-hole principle guarantees each of the vertices
4,5,6 is the nexus of a monochromatic 3-star. If the completion of any of these
monochromatic stars fails to include A; the induced monochromatic triangle can not
be A and we are done. If any of the stars are red and include A; the resulting
monochromatic K4 contains four red triangles. Finally, we may assume the stars are
all blue, and the completion of each one includes A: Now each vertex of A is the nexus
of a blue 3-star, which results in a monochromatic triangle different from A: &
A coloring w : ½A	2-½c	 is a pseudo-arithmetic Ramsey c-coloring if there are no
pseudo-arithmetic monochromatic triangles.
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Lemma 7.2. Suppose w : Kn-½2	 is a pseudo-arithmetic Ramsey 2-coloring and let J be
any complete 6-subgraph on an arithmetic set fa; a þ d;y; a þ 5dg:
1. The triangles T1 ¼ fa; a þ 2d; a þ 5dg and T2 ¼ fa; a þ 3d; a þ 5dg are monochro-
matic and are colored the same.
2. J has no other monochromatic triangles.
3. J contains no monochromatic 4-stars.
4. (forced opposite edges) wðfa; a þ dgÞ ¼ wðfa; a þ 4dgÞ ¼ wðfa þ d; a þ 5dgÞ ¼
wðfa þ 4d; a þ 5dgÞ ¼ wðfa þ 2d; a þ 3dgÞ are all colored opposite T1:
5. (forced same edges) wðfa þ d; a þ 4dgÞ is colored the same as T1:
6. (shift d) The complete 6-subgraph fa þ d; a þ 2d;y; a þ 6dg has monochromatic
triangles fa þ d; a þ 3d; a þ 6dg and fa þ d; a þ 4d; a þ 6dg; which are colored the
same as those of J:
Proof. 1. By Lemma 7.1, J must have two monochromatic triangles, but fa; a þ
2d; a þ 5dg and fa; a þ 3d; a þ 5dg are the only non-pseudo-arithmetic 3-sets of
fa; a þ d;y; a þ 5dg: The triangles share the edge a; a þ 5d; so they are both colored
the same.
2. The vertices of any other triangle form a pseudo-arithmetic set, which, if
monochromatic, would contradict the Ramsey-ness of our coloring.
3. Suppose J contains a monochromatic 4-star. The completion of a 4-star
includes 6 edges not incident with its nexus. Each of those outer edges which is
colored the same as the star results in a monochromatic triangle. In order to avoid
violating part 2, there may be at most two outer edges colored the same as the star.
Moreover, if there are two such outer edges, the resulting monochromatic triangles
must be those two described in part 1. In that case, the two edges are incident, so
there is a monochromatic triangle of the other color among the remaining outer
edges. Thus the star cannot have two outer edges of the same color.
If none of the 6 outer edges are colored the same as the star, or if only 1 is, the
remaining outer edges form a complete monochromatic K4 or K4 with one edge
missing. Either way we end up with more than two monochromatic triangles,
violating part 2 above. Having eliminated all possibilities, we conclude there could
not have been a monochromatic 4-star to begin with.
4. By part 1, a is the vertex of a monochromatic 3-star connected to fa þ 2d; a þ
3d; a þ 5dg: In order to stay consistent with part 3, the other two edges fa; a þ dg
and fa; a þ 4dg must be oppositely colored. Applying the same argument at a þ 5d
shows that fa þ d; a þ 5dg and fa þ 4d; a þ 5dg are also oppositely colored. Finally,
the edge fa þ 2d; a þ 3dg must be oppositely colored to avoid the four monochro-
matic triangles resulting from a complete monochromatic graph on fa; a þ 2d; a þ
3d; a þ 5dg:
5. fa þ d; a þ 4dgmust be colored opposite the edges fa; a þ dg and fa; a þ 4dg to
avoid a monochromatic pseudo-arithmetic triangle.
6. The edge fa þ d; a þ 4dg; determined above to be colored the same as T1; is part
of the monochromatic triangle fa þ d; a þ 4d; a þ 6dg contained in the complete
subgraph fa þ d; a þ 2d;y; a þ 6dg: &
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Proposition 7.1. Pð3Þp13:
Proof. Suppose w : ½13	2-½2	 is a 2-coloring of K13; and assume there are no
monochromatic pseudo-arithmetic triangles. Apply 1 to f1; 3; 5; 7; 9; 11g; and assume
the monochromatic triangles f1; 5; 11g and f1; 7; 11g are colored blue. From 4 it
follows that f1; 3g is red, and so the monochromatic triangles f1; 3; 6g and f1; 4; 6g
resulting from applying 1 to f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6g are red. Now f5; 6g is blue. Shifting
f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6g (5 times) to f6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11g yields f10; 11g is blue. Since f1; 11g is
also blue, it must be that f1; 10g is red, otherwise the triangle f1; 10; 11g is mono.
Again shifting f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6g by 7, it follows that f8; 10; 13g and f8; 11; 13g are red.
Since f1; 10g and f10; 13g are red, it must be that f1; 13g is blue. On the other hand,
from above we infer f1; 7g is blue, and by shifting f1; 3; 5; 7; 9; 11g to
f3; 5; 7; 9; 11; 13g; it follows that f7; 13g is also blue, so the triangle f1; 7; 13g is
both arithmetic and mono, contradicting our assumption. &
8. A 612-term example
We have the following example of a 3-coloring of [612] which has no divisible
Schur triples:1
121312212213131213131312131213131312132213221313232
123212312232223123321332233233321213133312332213223
223321233323213231333131333331322122213333213131212
221313231213133233231332132212321213121232231233131
233331212133332131313322213221212233323131233132312
121313233312131233331233332213131212331222122232331
213122313321212122332231333121213121233132313133323
133212223322132333321323323213121233132132131233122
133131213122133231333121213121233132213321213333233
231313332213231213231213331323122312121323123313213
322322213321213121313233232132312131313132313121313
131232331323133212231323132313131323133233123213122
This example implies Sdð3ÞX613; and Pð3; 3; 2ÞX614: Note that the corresponding
value for Schur numbers without divisibility is Sð3Þ ¼ 14 [1]. The proof of the
divisible Schur theorem shows that SdðnÞpPðnÞ  1: For n ¼ 2 we actually have
equality. This is also true for n ¼ 2 in the classical two-color Ramsey and Schur
theorems. We expect that SdðnÞ is much smaller than PðnÞ for nX3: Consider that an
open problem.
Throughout this paper, monochromatic Schur triples are allowed to include
repeats, for example, if wð2Þ ¼ wð4Þ; we have the monochromatic ‘triple’ f2; 2; 4g:
Some authors do not allow this. We do so here because of the close connection
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between Schur’s theorem and Ramsey’s theorem. Of course, one can tweak the
pseudo-arithmetic super set so that each difference x  y appears as most once. The
consequence is that differences in monochromatic sets and divisible Schur triples
never repeat. In the case n ¼ 3; the pseudo-arithmetic super set f1; 7; 9; 10; 13; 73g
shows that Sdð3Þp72 and Pð3Þp73 if distinct Schur triples and pseudo-arithmetic
triangles with distinct differences are required. The author has not attempted to
compute these numbers exactly.
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